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Story Teller by:  Jeff Wolf

Our favorite time of the year.......

Our favorite time of the year could be right around the corner.  Currently it’s the latter part of February and we have had more than enough rain, 
and the temperatures have already been in the low 80’s and have set daily records.  Is this the sign of an early spring or just the calm before the 
storm?  We like to beleive that we are done with winter!  

We here at WMM have been running the A/C here at the headquarters already this year, we have just about completed our mental preperation for 
the upcoming show season, have gotten the calendar pretty full and have even made a reservation at Hot Rods & Threads to get some needed mainte-
nance performed on the Impala before the first of the season shows are upon us.  

Just so you, the readers and subscribers are aware, one of the plans this year is to travel to some shows that we have not been to before, so that we can 
bring you fresh coverage, new cars, trucks, maybe some more drag racing, new venues to get excited about and maybe some more cool places to eat to 
be featured in Wide Whitewalls Cruisin’ Cuisine!!!

We have already been to one good indoor show in Alabama, and have a few large shows planned for later in the year in Indiana, and North Carolina 
maybe a few different ones in West Virginia, and maybe some drag racing from Bristol Tennessee’s Thunder Valley or other smaller tracks around the 
country.  

We will also be out in full force this year handing out various advertising flyers and also making you aware if your car has been photographed for the 
magazine, and giving you a chance to contact us for a possible full feature, including a photoshoot!!

Here is a preview of the flyers that I’m referring to!  Keep and eye out for us in 2018!!!  WMM
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The “Cruisin’ the ‘Boro” series of Cruise Nights take place on several 
Saturday evenings through out the year.  Central Magnet High School is 
pretty much in my back yard, so, we try to attend as many of their cruise 
nights as possible.  

This month we will share some of our favorite rides from the July 15th 
and July 29th shows that took place in the middle of summer in 2017!!!
The venue is one of the best that you find for a cruise-in as there is plen-
ty of room to comfortable park hundreds of cars, they have a food vendor 
onsite and they offer some of the best sweet tea you will ever drink and all 
at a very reasonable price!!!

The entry fee is a donation of $1.00 rather you show your car or park your 
daily driver in the spacious parking lot.  

One of the best things about this show besides the heavily shaded venue is 
the fact that the show draws in never seen vehicles at every show!  Folks 
drive near and far to attend this show on Saturday night in the ‘Boro!!!

You won’t want to miss out on the 2018 series of events from the Mur-
freesboro Hot Rod Club!  Once we have it we’ll post the 2018 cruise-in 
schedule!!!  Now sit back and enjoy some of our favorites from both of 
these cruise nights!!!  WMM
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One of my favorite things about the 
Murfreesboro Cruise-in is the fact that 
there is always something new!
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Here is a cool GTO!  We dig the 
blue color and the red stripes in-
cluding the red stripe radial tires 
and the Pontiac wheels!!
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It is always exciting to see a row of killer 
Chevrolet Chevelle’s.  
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This two-tone roadster was another new participant 
that I hadn’t seen before!  
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Although it looks like a Nova, it’s not.  This is a Pontiac Ventura.  
Oldsmobile also had a model similar to the Nova and Ventura it 
was called the Omega.

Here is a cool blue Chevrolet Chevelle.  This one appears to be a 
‘64 or ‘65!  
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Although this little Ford Pickup is a regular at the show, I can never 
get enought of it.  Clean, simple and very detailed!!

The interior certainly makes a statement.  One of cleanliness, comfort and badassery!!!  The details are clearly 
recognizable rom the peanut butter leater, polished accents, leather wrapped steering wheel and the after market 
gauges!  Nicely done!!!
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As previously mentioned we are fond of Chevelle’s, especially when 
they are big block powered!!!  This one appears original with 454 
cubic inches!

The interior here is just like it was when it came off the showroom floor in 
‘68-’69!  This one is has an automatic transmission, disc brakes and A/C!
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The entry level Chevelle was the 300.  It has a vin prefix of either 
131 or 132.  It was available as a pillared coupe or station wagon. 
This one has 3 pedals although we are not sure if that was original!  
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This jet black Ford Pickup has so many custom touches, I’m not sure one 
could list them all at one 10 minute glance.  The paint is flawless, the 
stance is just right. 
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The interior has also been fully customized, 
with the leather wrapped steering wheel, 
custom dash to hold the aftermarket gauges 
and the console is also custom built!!

The photo in the center to the right shows 
the diamond plate bed cover and the wing 
that could be there for looks or to provide 
downforce on the rear of the truck to keep it 
planted to the pavement.

The photo in the upper right hand side 
shows off the reflective nature of that kill-
er paint job and the louvers that have been 
added!
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Patina vehicles are all the rage and this cool 
truck is no different!  It has a killer in the weed 
stance, cream colored wheels and wooden bed 
rails!  Neat!!!
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Here is a rare bird, a Plymouth 
two door.  We loved the blue color, 
the perfect chrome trim and the 
wide whites help it make the state-
ment!!!
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Another nice Chevelle, this one 
in drop top form!  Killer black 
paint with light tan interior and 
a digital dash!!
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This cool little Nova Wagon looks like a 
really nice grocery getter, but at a red light 
it may surprise you with it’s higly detailed 
dual 4 barrel big block!!!

The color is right, the wheel choice is nice, 
the chrome is spectaular!  

The interior appears to be mostly stock 
minus the shifter and a few extra gaug-
es to keep up with the vitals of the big 
block under the hood!

What a nice Nova Wagon!!!
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MOPAR fans have coined the phrase 
“Mopar or no car”, and we do like all 
of them and this cool Charger is cer-
tainly a treat!!

Bright Red, with the black support 
stripes and factory Mopar wheels 
with white letter tires.  This one is all 
original and a nice example of Mopar 
Performance!!!

The interior is all original and done in 
black.

The engine compartment is nicely de-
tailed and sports a factory snorkle air 
cleaner!  

We really enjoy seeing the MOPARS 
come out in force, kinda adds a bit of 
flavor to any cruise-in!
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This Ford F-1 is also nicely customized.  It’s setting on a round of 
large hoops, has a tilt hood and nice blue paint and loads of polished 
bright work.  

The interior is also custom with aftermarket gauges, matte painted dash 
and doors and matching leather interior.  
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Here we have a nice stock C-10 
with factory wheels, black paint 
and hounds tooth interior!!!
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Here is another nice example of some of the new 
rides we see at each of these shows.  This one is a 
T that appears to have a lengthened chassis and 
painted in bright red!!!
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Check out the detail on that little small block!
From the finned valve comvers to the chrome 
alternator to the polished headers a nice pack-
age!

The interior is completed in black with nice 
aftermarket gauges and a leather wrapped 
steering wheel.

As you can see in the photo in the top right, 
this little hot rod looks killer from any an-
gle!  
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How about a drop top 
black Plymouth Barracu-
da to add to the evening 
excitement?
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Way back when we had the “origi-
nal” Chevrolet SUV.  Imagine loading 
up the entire family and going cruis-
ing!
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If you are a Ford Mustang fan, the 
Fastback is the one to have!!  A nice 
little 289 and some grey cast 5 spokes 
add to the appeal!
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We are a huge fan of the Mid 50’s Fords.  This black and yellow two-tone 
paint scheme is one of many you will see on these cars.

This is another example of the different types of cars you can see at any 
given time while attending this show in Murfreesboro!

We got a suicide knob on our steering wheel!!!  It appears the owner 
will keep cool with the A/C installed under the dash and will have 
some cool tunes to cruise to!
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Originality at its finest!! We are not sure if the bed is all original, but regardless, we like it!  
And I’m willing to bet that the engine is certainly original!
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We really enjoy Tri-5 Chevrolet Trucks.  This one is a sweet ride, with the 
awesome paint, old school Weld wheels.  This takes me back to the earli-
est of days around the age of 14 when dad had a ‘55 and I spent my mon-
ey on some tape, spray paint and other necessities and began taping off the 
metal door panels to paint them and make it look nice for when I got my 
drivers licence!

This bed is super nice and perfectly detailed.  That deep red paint color 
really pops with the hard wood and painted hardware!
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We had to ensure that this fine fat 
fendered ride took up enough real 
estate to make the statement!!
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I remember talking to the own-
er at the show, he was very ap-
preciative of his car and very 
humble!  

We loved the paint, the trim 
and those old school Weld’s 
wrapped in large meats!!!
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Straight out of the early 70’s?  We think so, from the louvered rear win-
dows, to the cool wheels and super wide rear tires with white letters we 
dig every bit of this cool Camaro!!!!
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What started out as an evening cruise in the SSR to a Drive-In Car Show 
and evening movie in Mt. Sterling, Kentucky ended up with an evening 
full of racing fuel and tire smoke at the I-64 Motorplex in Owingsville, 
Kentucky!!!

Yes, we here at WMM are sometimes quite spontaneous when it comes to 
our choice of things to do in the summer and fall months.  In this case we 
had been following a Drive-In car show all week while visiting on vaca-
tion in our home town in Ashland.  So, we hopped in the SSR, put the top 
down and cruised to the Drive-in Car Show in Mt. Sterling, Kentucky.

Upon arriving, there was a pretty good turnout, however, the turnout was 
mostly late model daily drivers who wanted to see a movie.  While this 
was perfectly fine, it was not what we had in mind.  Unfortunately, we did 
not capture any photos of the older classic, and hot hot rods onsite.

Instead, we remembered that we passed the I-64 Motorplex on the way to 
Mt. Sterling, so the light bulb went off and we decided to back track and 
redeem ourselves for this mishap and blow off some steam while inhaling 
high octane racing fuel and tire smoke for the remainder of the evening!!  
We think this was a good choice, and we hope you do too!!  Set back and 
enjoy a few photo’s from this evenings activities!!!  WMM
     Smiles for Miles!!!                    The SSR and Matt’s Silverado at the strip!
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This shot was taken as we arrived and settled into the grandstands at the 
beginning of the evening.  We did not intend to take photos of all the 
Chevrolet’s it just happened that way.  We are not judgemental!

There were quite an assortment and variety making passes this eve-
ning, some were blown, some were juiced, and some were stock daily 
drivers!
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After a while of sitting in the stands we got restless and had to make our 
way into the main drag as the cars lined up for their pass down the strip.

Check out the rake on this cool Nova!!!
This race was very laid back as you 
can see here as this fella rests while 
leaning on the side of his Camaro!  
Check out those Hoosier Meats!!!!
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As previously mentioned there was 
a wide variety of racing for the 
evening.  This yellow and purple 
Camaro was all business!!!
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When folks drag race, espe-
cially in a small town it’s all 
about the GO but this one was 
ready to GO AND SHOW!!!
We dig the two-tone paint 
scheme and the graphics!  
HOOSIER SLICKS BABY!!!
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Before the Yenko purists attack, 
we doubt that this was an original 
Yenko Nova!!!  We finally inched 
our way down to the starting line to 
get the full affect of racing fuel and 
burnt rubber!
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Wide Whitewalls
Cruisin’ Cuisine!

We here at Wolf Motorsports Magazine would like to introduce you to 

Wide Whitewalls - Cruisin’ Cuisine!!!

What is Wide Whitewalls Cruisin’ Cuisine you may ask?  A:  Wide 
Whitewalls - Cruisin’ Cuisine will be the newest section of the magazine 
that will highlight and introduce to you the best places to eat that this 
country has to offer.  

What else will this section of the magazine contain?  A:  It will show 
photos of the restaurant(s) that are featured during that particular month.  
The restaurant will normally be pretty close to the car show that is covered 
for that particular issue.

When will Wide Whitewalls - Cruisin’ Cuisine begin?  A:  WWW-CC 
will begin with the 6th Anniversary - June issue of Wolf Motorsports Mag-
azine!  

Why is this section being added to a car magazine?  A:  The answer 
to this one is simple, when we are cruising all over the US to attend car 
shows, we have to eat!  And, we’re not sure about you all, but we are al-
ways looking for the best place close to the car show where we can chow 
down, either before, during, or after the car show!  It’s that simple!  My 
other hobby besides everything car related is everything FOOD related!!!   
So, we wanted to add something that we think you will find usefull and 
enjoyable in your travels!!!

We here at WMM would like to hear about your favorite places, to 
eat and would love to share photos of them.  If you would like to share 
please email us at:  contactus@wolfmotorsportsmagazine.com
May you enjoy the best flavor profiles on your automotive journeys!!
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Here not too long ago we were looking for a new local place to grab some 
food before a local cruise night.  We ran across The Goat here in Mur-
freesboro.  The name GOAT “Greatest of all time” had a ring to it and we 
had to go in and check out the types of culinary treats they had in store for 
us.

Once we pulled up we saw the front of the building pictured on the left, 
there was onstreet parking in a neighboorhood type setting of beautiful 
town homes and a tennis court just across the way from the GOAT.

We found a parking space and went inside we were seated and present-
ed the menu leather bound with an engraving of a goat in the right hand 
corner and the story inside.  They have awesome appetizers, pizza, burg-
ers, sandwiches, salads and wings!!  Highend, scrumptous bar food at it’s 
best!!!
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A nice glass of sweet tea was my drink 
choice of the evening!!

When going to eat before a car show we often eat light.  Tonights ap-
petizer consisted of Buffalo Cauliflower.  They were awesome breaded 
caluliflower florets and hot garlic buffalo sauce and ranch for dipping!!  
Should you like to see the rest of the menu here is the website:
 www.lcgoat.com/lunch-and-dinner-menu
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We got our dessert to go, however, we had to try one of them before we left.  These were 
homemade donut holes which are cake style dough sprinkled with cinnamon, sugar and serv-
eed with strawberry preserves!!!  OMG these were so delicious!!!
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For Sale
2005 Chevrolet  SSR

 
LS-2 V8 - 390 hp - 405 lb ft tq

4 Wheel Disk Brakes, Body Color Interior trim
Covered/Carpeted Bed

Power Windows/Locks/Top
Black Leather, Bose Stereo, 6 Disc CD Changer

Black/Red Trim SSR Floormats
Chrome Wheels 19x8 Front/20x10 Rear

Color:  Ricochet Silver Metallic
 only 1226 built in this color

 (rarest color of all 2005 SSR’s)
Total Build of 2005 SSR’s World Wide:  7279

Odometer:  33,138 (Currently)  
(will be garage kept and not driven in rain, 

but will be driven to car shows 
and enjoyed until sold)

Call:  Jeff @ 615-319-6238 - Located in Murfreesboro, Tennessee
More Details & Photos available

Price:  $22,000  USD obo
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March Issue Preview
Dripping Springs, TX

Car Show!!!!
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National Street Rod Association ®

2018 EVENT SCHEDULE
Southeast Street Rod Nationals

April 6th, 7th & 8th, 2018
Florida State Fairgrounds

Tampa, Florida
Southwest Street Rod Nationals

April 13th, 14th & 15th, 2018
State Fair Park

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Western Street Rod Nationals
April 27th, 28th & 29th, 2018

Kern County Fairgrounds
Bakersfield, California

Street Rod Nationals South
May 4th, 5th & 6th, 2018

Chilhowee Park & Exposition Center
Knoxville, Tennessee

Mid-America Street Rod Nationals
May 25th, 26th & 27th, 2018
Ozark Empire Fairgrounds

Springfield, Missouri
Street Rod Nationals East
June 1st, 2nd & 3rd, 2018

York Expo Center
York, Pennsylvania

Rocky Mountain Street Rod Nationals
June 22nd, 23th & 24th, 2018
Colorado State Fairgrounds

Pueblo, Colorado
Street Rod Nationals®

August 2nd, 3rd, 4th & 5th, 2018
Kentucky Exposition Center

Louisville, Kentucky
Street Rod Nationals North

September 7th, 8th & 9th, 2018
Kalamazoo County Expo Center & Fairground

Kalamazoo, Michigan
Northeast Street Rod Nationals

September 14th, 15th & 16th, 2018
Champlain Valley Exposition

Burlington, Vermont
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Youradvertisement 
goes here!!

if would like to place an ad, 
send us an email to: 

contactus@wolfmotorsportsmagazine.com 
for special pricing 

and media kit information..
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www.oldrustinweeds.com   www.hiboys.com       www.aemgarage.com
www.gearheadgazzette.com                 www.darrylstarbird.com           www.redmonsrockinrides.com
www.hotrodthreads.com                      www.goodoleboyssandiedgo.com   www.btskustomz.com
www.good-guys.com                             www.hatfieldrestorations.com                      www.savethesalt.org
www.mercurycharlie.com                    www.vintageair.com                              www.rainsongphotography.com
www.gtacc.org     www.newstalgiawheel.com                 www.lcgoat.com/lunch-and-dinner-menu
www.ridetech.com           www.gmperformanceparts.com/erod
www.theisca.com       www.SEMA.org
www.autorama.com/casi                   www.larrywilliamsgraphics.com
www.lokar.com       www.motoraustin.com
www.barrygrant.com        www.nhra.com
http://www.johndagostinokustomkars.com/

Cruisin’ the Information Super Highway..........
The February 2010 issue of Wolf Motorsports Magazine marked another first, the addition of “Cruisin’ the Information Super High-
way....!

This section of the magaizne showcases links to special interest areas of the World Wide Web that deals with our love for the hobby!  Sit back 
in your easy chair, grab a refreshing drink and expand your daily entertainment value with web sites that will get your mind 
wondering!!!!!  
Enjoy the latest addition!!

Wolf Motorsports Magazine
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Bench Racing
Bench Racing is defined in several different ways.  The urban dictionary defines Bench Racing as:

1.  To discuss quarter mile elapsed time of a car based on a list of modifications or horsepower estimate.
2.  To discuss the estimated output (in horsepower) of one engine versus another based on lists of modifications 
done to each engine.
3.  To discuss the estimated output (in horsepower) of one engine versus another based on lists of modifications 
done to each engine.

While I do agree with the Urban Dictionary’s definition of Bench Racing, Bench Racing in the context of this 
section of the magaine will be defined as:
1.  Discussion of ANYTHING  automobile related between at least two individuals with the goal of passing 
time at a car show, sharing automotive related ideas, opinions or entertaining themselves or others.  

Please feel free to share your bench race session wtih the readers by emailing:
benchracing@wolfmotorsportsmagazine.com

Let’s Bench Race!!!  benchracing@wolfmotorsportsmagazine.com104 www.wolfmotorsportsmagazine.com

Equipment Upgrades for 2018......

We have upgraded our photographic and video equipment for the 
2018 Show Season.

We pride ourselves in having some of the best photography in the in-
dustry, a new twist and different from others.  We unfortunately are 
forced to use our cell phone for some of these photos and we use it 
exclusively for our Facebook Live Broadcasts from the car show field.

With that being said we have upgraded the lens on our cell phone to 
a wide angle lens from Moment!  Here is a little preview of our up-
grade!!  See if you notice the difference in future issues of WMM!  


